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The Cricket is a lightweight foldable 
buggy designed to suit you and your 
child’s needs and lifestyle. This user-
friendly buggy comes in two sizes as it 
adapts to the childs growth in several 
areas maximizing the number of years it 
can be used.
FABRIC

Height & angle adjustable foot 
support
The Cricket comes with a unique foot support that can be 
height and angle adjusted to support the individual needs. 

Growth 
adaptableBack recline

For extra comfort, Cricket has a two-position back 
recline option for the user to change from a sitting 

position to a relaxed position. The backrest angle 
can be adjusted from 110° to 125°

Easy Fold - Light weight
This lightweight buggy is extremely compact when folded. Cricket 
has a three dimensional fold - front back method and sideways. 
It is self standing and requires minimum storage space

FRAME
340-395 mm 210- 430 mm 13,4 kg max. 50 kg
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Back rest height extension
87043160-1, 87043160-2

Heel straps
87043185

Arm rests
87043120-1, 87043120-2

Head rest cushion
87043150

Rucksack
87043183-1

Tray
87043180

Sculpted head rest cushion
87043151

Shopping basket
87043184-1, 87043184-2

Grip bar in arm rests
87043181-1. 87043181-2

Folding top
8704317-x, 8704327-x

Grip bar in frame
87043182-1, 87043182-2

Accessories

Isabella, 4 years old
“I am ready for summer ”

Seating | Cricket
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Calf support strap for 
added comfort

Calf support strap
87043190-1, 87043190-2

Directional locking
mechanism, front wheels
87043187

Wedges for shaping seat 
and back
87043140-1, 87043140-2

Transport fi ttings
87043188

Storage strap
85100

Rain cover
87467-110. 87467-210, 87467-310
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